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We study the impact of the nuclear symmetry energy and its density 
dependence on the α-decay process. Within the frame work of the performed 
cluster model and the energy density formalism, we use different 
parameterizations of the Skyrme energy density functionals that yield different 
equations of state EOSs. Each EOS is characterized by a particular symmetry-
energy coefficient (asym) and a corresponding density-slope parameters L. The 
stepwise trends of the neutron (proton) skin thickness of the involved nuclei 
with both asym and L do not clarify the obtained oscillating behaviors of the α-
decay half-life Tα with them. We find that the change of the skin thickness after 
α-decay satisfactory explains these behaviors. The presented results provide 
constrains on asym centered around an optimum value asym= 32 MeV, and on L 
between 41 and 57 MeV. These values of asym and L, which indicate larger 
reduction of the proton-skin thickness and less increase in the neutron-skin 
thickness after an α-decay, yield minimum calculated half-life with the same 
extracted value of the α-preformation factor inside the parent nucleus. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
To improve our knowledge of nuclear structure and nuclear properties of isospin-
asymmetric nuclei and their interactions, we need to know accurate information about the 
symmetry energy and its density dependence. Various experimental and theoretical studies 
on nuclear structure, nuclear reactions, and nuclear astrophysics have investigated the 
symmetry energy and its density slope. For instance, L=58±18 MeV [1] has been obtained 
from comparing constraints from data on the neutron skin thickness of Sn isotopes, and 
those on isospin diffusion and double n/p ratio in heavy-ion collisions [1]. Analysis of 
other isospin diffusion data using an isospin- and momentum-dependent transport model, 
intermediate energy isoscaling measurements of heavy-ion collisions, and giant monopole 
resonance data have empirically indicated L=88±25 MeV [2]. The constraints asym =30.5±3 
MeV and L=52.5±20 MeV were determined from combining the symmetry energy at sub-
saturation nuclear density and neutron skin thickness of Sn isotopes [3]. Simultaneous 
constraints on the baryon mass of a smaller mass member of a pulsar binary system and on 
modeling a progenitor star up to and through its collapse gave L≤ 70 MeV [4]. Consistent 
results from nuclear structure and heavy ion collisions data yielded a constraint centered 
around asym=32.5 MeV and L=70 MeV [5]. The values of L=66.5 MeV has been extracted 
from microscopic calculations based on realistic Argonne V18 NN potential and a 
phenomenological Urbana 3-body force [6]. asym=31.3 MeV and L=52.7 MeV were 
estimated using the Hugenholtz-Van Hove theorem and global nucleon optical potentials 
derived from single-particle energy levels, proton-neutron charge exchange reactions, and 
nucleon-nucleus scatterings [7]. The specified ranges of asym=30±5 MeV and 46≤L≤111 
MeV were deduced using modified Skyrme-like model [8]. Based on the experimental 
pygmy strengths of Sn and Sb isotopes, the value of asym=32±1.8 was marked [9]. A value 
of L = 64.8 ± 15.7 MeV has been provided from measurements of the pygmy dipole 
resonance on 
132
Sn and 
68
Ni [10]. Based on the dependence of recently measured neutron-
removal cross sections of medium-heavy neutron-rich nuclei and their neutron skin, it was 
shown that L could be constrained down to ±10 MeV [11]. However, the particularly 
indicated wide ranges of L need more constraints from other investigations. 
α-decays of heavy, super-heavy, and exotic nuclei had been used in different studies 
to explore diverse nuclear structure and related quantities. For instance, the α-decay 
process has been used to probe the nuclear incompressibility [12], the neutron and proton 
shell closures of finite nuclei [13,14,15], and the spin-parity configuration [16,17,18] of 
their ground- and isomeric states. Also, it has been used to investigate the collective 
vibrational and rotational excitations [19] of nuclei and their deformations [20,21]. It was 
found that considering the neutron-skin thickness of the daughter nucleus reduces the 
calculated half-life against α [22] and cluster [23] decays. On the other hand, it was 
recently concluded that the proton-skin thickness (∆p) also reduces the stability of the 
nucleus and decreases its half-life against α-decay [24]. Along the same isotopic chain, it 
was found that the half-lives of the proton-skinned isotopes exponentially decrease with 
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increasing ∆p, while the Qα-value linearly increases with it [24]. Attempts were made to 
constrain the quadratic and quartic symmetry energies, their density slopes, and the neutron 
skin thickness of 
208
Pb via cluster radioactivity [25,26]. Recently, a study has been shown 
that both the half-life of an α-decay and its released energy consistently follow the change 
of proton (neutron) skins, from parent to daughter nuclei [27]. It was indicated that the α-
decays of the proton- (neutron-) skinned nuclei typically proceed to produce a significant 
decrease (a very least increase) in the thickness of the proton (neutron) skins of daughter 
nuclei. As the proton- (neutron-) skin thickness of the nucleus directly correlates with the 
nuclear symmetry energy and its density-slope, we try in the present work to get more 
strict restriction on the symmetry energy and its density-slope from the α-decay process. In 
the following section, we outline the general formalism for calculating the α-decay 
penetration probability and half-life, based on different nuclear equations of state in the 
framework of the Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin approximation and the preformed cluster 
model. In Sec. III we present and analyze our results for the α-decay process of the 105Te 
and 
212
Po nuclei. Finally, a brief summary and our main conclusions are given in Sec. IV. 
II. THEORETICAL FORMALISM 
In the Skyrme energy density formalism, the total energy density functional (EDF) 
reads [28,29] 
 (        )  ∑
  
   
  
    
(        
   )      (        )       (  )          ( ) 
While the first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (1) corresponds to the kinetic energy, the 
second term defines the Skyrme nuclear energy. They are given in terms of the proton    
and neutron   densities, and the corresponding kinetic energy τi (i=p,n) and spin-orbit Ji  
densities. Both τi and Ji can be calculated using the extended Thomas-Fermi approximation 
[30] as functions of   ,    ,  
   , and   ( ⃑)       
   ( ⃑). While mi=p,n are the proton 
and neutron masses,   
   
represent their effective mass. Hcoul is the Coulomb energy 
density. The nuclear and Coulomb parts, respectively, of the EDF can take the explicit 
forms [31,32], 
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Here ti(i=0,1,2,3), xi, σ, and W0 represent the Skyrme force parameters.   
    and   
     
define the direct and exchange parts, respectively, of the Coulomb EDF.  
Based on the EDF given by Eqs. (1)-(3) and the frozen density approximation, we can 
obtain the interaction potential between the emitted α-particle and the daughter nucleus as 
a function of the separation distance r between their centers of mass as [15,29,33,34],  
 ( )  ∫{ [   ( ⃑)     (   ⃑)    ( ⃑)     (   ⃑)]    [   ( ⃑)    ( ⃑)]
   [   ( ⃑)    ( ⃑)]}   ⃑                                                                     ( ) 
H, Hα and HD define the EDF of the composite system and that of the individual α and 
daughter (D) nuclei, respectively.    (           ) represent the corresponding 
protons and neutrons density distributions. These density distributions will be self-
consistently determined by Hartree-Fock calculations [35,36], based on the different 
considered parameterizations of EDF. The multipole expansion method [37,38] will be 
used to compute the direct part of the Coulomb potential, which involves the finite range 
p-p Coulomb interaction, Eq. (3). More details concerning the method of calculations can 
be found in Refs. [17,33]. From the self-consistently determined proton and neutron 
density distributions of a given nucleus, one can estimate its neutron- (proton-) skin 
thickness as, 
  ( )(   )    ( )
   (   )    ( )
   (   )                                 ( ) 
where the neutron (proton) rms radius reads 
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Considering an infinite asymmetric nuclear matter (ANM), we can write the energy per 
nucleon of ANM with a the proton fraction η=Z/A in terms of the Skyrme EDF as [32], 
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where kF=(3π
2ρ/2)1/3 and   ( )   
   ,   (   ) -. Expanding the equation of state 
given by Eq. (6) as a function of η and ρ, we can define the symmetry energy Esym that 
measures the isospin dependence of the nucleon-nucleon (NN) interaction as,   
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One of the characteristic quantities for the EOS is the symmetry energy coefficient 
asym=Esym(ρ0) that defined at normal saturation density ρ0. Another important quantity 
associated with the symmetry energy is the slope L of its density dependence. It can be 
written in the form   
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with kF0=(3π
2ρ0/2)
1/3
. 
In the performed cluster model [39,40], the α decay-width is given in terms of the 
assault frequency ν and the penetration probability P of the tunneling process as 
                                                                                    ( ) 
We can find the assault frequency and the penetration probability using the Wentzel-
Kramers-Brillouin approximation, respectively, as  
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where  ( )  √  | ( )    |   . Qα is the Q-value of the decay process. The 
experimental values of Qα will be used in the present calculations. μ = mα mD / (mα+mD) 
defines the reduced mass of the α (mα) and daughter (mD) system. The three classical 
turning points Ri=1,2,3 (fm) are defined along the path of emitted α-particle with respect to 
the daughter nucleus as  ( )|       . For the unfavored decays between different spin-
parity assignments of the patent and daughter nuclei, a centrifugal part is added to the total 
potential given by Eq. (4), to take into account the angular momentum transferred by the 
emitted α-particle. The decays considered in the present work are favored decays with no 
transferred angular momentum. Now, we can estimate the half-life against α-decay in 
terms of the calculated decay width and the preformation factor Sα of the α-particle in the 
parent nucleus as, 
   
    
   
                                                                          (  ) 
The preformation factor Sα can be obtained microscopically [41,42], semi-microscopically 
[43], or using some available semi-empirical formulas [17,18].  
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION:  
In this section, we investigate the effects of the nuclear symmetry energy and its 
density dependence on the α-decay process of both 105Te and 212Po nuclei. To do so we 
used many Skyrme NN interactions yielding different equations of state. While the 
105
Te 
nucleus and its 
101
Sn daughter nucleus have proton-skin thickness, both 
212
Po and 
208
Pb 
possesses neutron-skin thickness. Both the 
101
Sn (Z=50) and 
208
Pb (Z=82) daughter nuclei 
possess proton closed proton shell and their density distributions are almost spherical. 
208
Pb 
has a closed neutron shell as well, N=126.          
Fig. 1 shows the influence of the nuclear symmetry energy on the calculated α-decay 
half-life Tα. The calculations displayed in Fig. 1 are carried out using twenty three 
parameterizations of the Skyrme EDFs. Namely, the SkSc10 [44], SkSc6 [45], SkSC1-3 
[45], SkM1 [45], Es [47], RATP [48], SkSc14 [49], SkSc5 [44], SkT3 [50], SLy4 [31], 
KDEX [51], KDE0v [52], SkI2 [53], SII [28], KDE0v1 [52], Skxs20 [54], SkI5 [53], 
Ska35s25 [55], SK272 [56], Skxs25 [54], and SGOI [57] parameterizations have been used. 
These parameterizations yield equations of state characterized by a symmetry energy 
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Fig. 1: The calculated partial half-life Tα (Eq. (12) without introducing the preformation factor Sα) 
of the ground-state to ground-state α decay of (a) 105Te and (b) 212Po nuclei, as a function of 
the symmetry energy coefficient asym corresponding to the used EDF.  
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coefficient ranges from asym(SkSc10) = 22.83 MeV to asym(SGOI) = 45.20 MeV. Plotted in 
Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), respectively, are the calculated half-lives of the 
105
Te and the 
212
Po 
nuclei, without introducing the preformation factor Sα, as functions of asym. As seen in Fig. 
1, there is a hesitant one-to-one correspondence between the calculated half-life and asym. 
This is expected because of the influences of the other EOS properties such as the 
incompressibility and the surface-energy coefficients. The calculations based on the 
Skyrme-SLy4 (asym=32 MeV) force indicate the minimal calculated half-lives for both 
displayed cases. Any deviation from this value, either by increasing or by decreasing asym, 
yields larger half-life.  
The characteristics of the symmetry energy of a given EOS are determined not only by 
the symmetry energy coefficient that measures the isovector curvature of the EOS at 
saturation density, but also by the slope (L) of the symmetry energy as a function of 
density. We thus need to check the effect of the density-slope of the symmetry energy on 
the calculated half-life. To achieve this, we have used different Skyrme interactions that 
generate equations of state of the same symmetry energy coefficient but with different 
corresponding density-slopes. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the calculated half-lives of 
105
Te 
and 
212
Po, respectively, as functions of the density-slope of the symmetry energy L(MeV). 
Twenty nine EDFs have been used to perform the calculations presented in Fig. 2, namely 
the Skz1-4 [58], Skxs15 [54], SLy230a [59], SLy1-3 [60], SLy4-5 [31], SLy9 [60], SLy10 
[31], KDE [52], FPLyon [61], T12 [62], T32 [62], T63 [62], SkT2-3 [50], SV-sym32 [63], 
NRAPR [64], Ska25s20 [55], Ska35s20 [55], Ska45s20 [55], SkO' [65], SkA [66], 
Sefm074 [67], and GS [47] EDFs. These EDFs generate EOSs characterized by a narrow 
range of symmetry energy coefficient asym=32.4±1.4 MeV, but with a rather wide range of 
L from L(Skz4) = 5.75 MeV to L(GS) = 93.31 MeV. Figure 2 shows that the calculated 
half-life fluctuates over the different regions of the density-slope of the symmetry energy, 
without changing it order of magnitude. However, the range of L= 41 MeV - 57 MeV 
averagely yields the same calculated half-life, Tα(without Sα) = 9±1 ns and 10±2 ns for 
105
Te and 
212
Po, respectively. Tα considerably increases in the neighborhood before and 
after this range of L, then it starts to decrease again.  
As mentioned above, the proton- and neutron-skin thicknesses of nuclei strongly 
correlate with the symmetry energy and its density-slope [68,69]. Meanwhile, the α-decay 
half-lives directly correlate with the change of the proton (neutron) skin thickness after 
decays [27]. Now, the question arises whether the behavior of the calculated half-life 
presented in Figs. 1 and 2 is due to the effect of the proton (neutron) skin thickness of the 
participating nuclei, or to the change of skin thickness after α-decay. To answer this 
question, we plot in Fig. 3(a) the proton ∆p (neutron ∆n) skin thickness of the 
105
Te (
212
Po) 
parent nucleus and that of the corresponding 
101
Sn (
208
Pb) daughter nucleus, as functions of 
the symmetry energy coefficient. The presented ∆p(n) are self-consistently calculated using 
HFB method [35,36], based on the Skyrme EDFs used in Fig. 1. Figure 3(a) shows that the 
proton-skin thickness of both 
105
Te and 
101
Sn slightly decreases as asym increases. The 
101
Sn 
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Fig. 2: The same as Fig. 1 but the calculated Tα is displayed as a function of the density slope L of 
the nuclear symmetry energy. 
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Fig. 3: (a) The proton ∆p (neutron ∆n) skin thickness of the 
105
Te (
212
Po) parent nucleus and that of 
its 
101
Sn (
208
Pb) daughter nucleus, as functions of the symmetry energy coefficient. Panels 
(b) and (c) show the decrease of ∆p after the α-decay of 
105
Te and the increase of ∆n after the 
α-decay of 212Po. The displayed quantities are calculated based on the EDFs used in Fig. 1. 
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daughter nucleus has less proton-skin thickness than that of the 
105
Te parent nucleus. On 
the other hand, the neutron-skin thickness of both 
212
Po and 
208
Pb sharply increases with 
asym. The 
208
Pb daughter nucleus possesses larger neutron-skin thickness relative to that of 
the 
208
Pb parent nucleus. Clearly, the steady behavior of ∆p(n) with asym could not be a 
reason for the oscillating behaviors shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b). Shown in Figs. 3(b) and 
3(c) are, respectively, the decrease of the proton-skin thickness and the increase of the 
neutron-skin thickness after the α-decays of 105Te and 212Po, δiα(i=p,n)=Δi(daughter 
nucleus)  Δi (parent nucleus), as functions of asym. Figures 3(b) and 3(c) show fluctuating 
behaviors of δpα(
101
Sn,
105
Te) and δnα(
208
Pb,
 212
Po) with the symmetry energy coefficient, 
similar to that of Tα with asym in Fig. 1. The maximal decrease in the proton-skin and the 
minimal increase in the neutron-skin after the α-decays of 105Te and 212Po, respectively, are 
both obtained at asym=32 MeV, which yielded the minimal Tα in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b). This is 
consistent with the conclusions of Ref. [27], which indicated that the decays of the 
proton (neutron) skinned parent nuclei preferably proceed to yield a significant reduction 
(very least increase) in the proton (neutron) skin thickness of their daughter nuclei. So, the 
values of asym =32 MeV as indicated in Fig. 1 and in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c) can be marked as 
the central optimum value of the symmetry energy coefficient towards producing more 
stable nucleus in an α-decay process. This marked value of asym lies at the center of the 
range indicated from the measured pygmy strengths of Sn and Sb isotopes (asym=32±1.8 
[9]). It is also included within the range extracted from investigating the neutron skin 
thickness of Sn isotopes (asym=30.5±3 MeV [3]) and that obtained using modified Skyrme-
like model (asym=30±5 MeV [8]). Moreover, it is consistent with the results extracted from 
nuclear structure and heavy ion collisions analysis, which is around asym=32.5 MeV [5], 
and the value indicated by derived optical potentials (asym=31.3 MeV [7]).  
Fig. 4(a) shows the proton- and neutron-skin thicknesses of the 
105
Te and 
212Po α-
emitters, respectively, and of their daughter nuclei 
101
Sn and 
208
Pb, as functions of the 
density-slope of the symmetry energy. The ∆p(n) displayed in Fig. 4 are calculated in terms 
of the Skyrme EDFs used in Fig. 2. As shown in Fig. 4(a), while the proton-skin 
thicknesses of 
105
Te and 
101
Sn are almost independent of L, the neutron-skin thicknesses of 
212
Po and 
208
Pb show increasing behavior with L. Again, the oscillating behavior of Tα with 
L as shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) cannot be explained by the steadily behavior of  ∆p(n) with 
L. Displayed in Figs. 4(b) and 4(c) are the decrease in ∆p and the increase in ∆n after the α-
decays of 
105
Te and 
212
Po, respectively, as functions of L. Comparing Fig. 2 and Fig. 4 one 
can observe that the range L= 41-57 MeV that yields almost constant minimum values of 
Tα in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) exhibits the larger decrease in ∆p (Figs. 4(a)) and the smaller 
increase in ∆n (Figs. 4(b)) after the α-decays of 
105
Te and 
212
Po, respectively. This indicated 
range of L completely overlaps with the constrained ranges that extracted from the isospin 
diffusion data (L=58±18 MeV [1]), from the radioactivity of proton emitters (L=51.8±7.2 
MeV [70]), from the neutron skin thickness of Sn isotopes (L=52.5±20 MeV [3]), and from 
the pygmy dipole resonance of 
68
Ni and 
132
Sn (L = 64.8 ± 15.7 MeV) [10]. The range of L 
indicated in Figs. 2 and 4 is also consistent with neutron  
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Fig. 4: The same as Fig. 3 but the shown quantities are displayed as functions of the density slope 
L of the symmetry energy. The displayed quantities are calculated based on the EDFs used 
in Fig. 2. 
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stars investigations (L≤ 70 MeV [4]), with analysis of optical potentials extracted from 
nuclear structure and reactions (L=52.7 MeV [7]), and with the results based on modified 
Skyrme-like model (46≤L≤111 MeV [8]). The range of L provided here remarkably limits 
these indicated wide ranges.  
Figure 5 shows the effect of the symmetry energy on the α-core interaction potential at 
the different separation distances r(fm) between the centers of mass of the interacting 
nuclei. Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show the nuclear and total potentials, respectively, between 
an α particle and 208Pb daughter nucleus, which are involved in the α-decay of 212Po 
(Qα=8.954 MeV [71]). The calculations presented in Fig. 5 are performed using the Es 
(asym=26.44 MeV), SLy4 (32.0 MeV) and Ska35s25 (36.98 MeV) parameterizations of the 
Skyrme EDFs. Figure 5(a) shows that increasing the symmetry energy increases the 
attractive nuclear part in the fully-overlapped density region of the interaction potential, at 
which r is less than the sum of the radii of the two interacting nuclei. The effect of the 
symmetry energy decreases in the surface and tail regions of the nuclear potential. The 
change of the symmetry energy slightly affects the repulsive Coulomb potential. As a 
result, both the width and depth of the internal pocket of the total potential increase with 
increasing the symmetry energy coefficient, as seen in Fig. 5(b). This seriously affects the 
preformation probability of an α particle near the surface of the parent nucleus and 
decreases its assault frequency, Eq.(10). The competition between the symmetry and 
Coulomb energies weakens the effect of the change in the symmetry energy near the 
Coulomb barrier. However, the shift in the position of the second turning point R2 that 
located around the surface region of the interaction potential with the change of the 
symmetry energy affects the penetration probability, Eq. (11). The balance between the 
symmetry and the Coulomb energy yield the optimum value of symmetry energy 
coefficient towards more stability.   
Finally, we show in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) the preformation factor Sα of the α-particle 
inside the 
105
Te and 
212
Po nuclei, respectively, as extracted from their experimental half-
lives and their calculated half-lives without introducing Sα, Eq. (12). The estimated values 
of Sα are displayed as functions of the symmetry energy slope parameter L that related to 
the used Skyrme interaction. The calculation presented in Fig. 6 were performed using the 
EDFs that have been used in Fig. 2 but yield narrower investigated range of L, from L 
(Skz1)=27.67 MeV to L(Ska45s20)=66.21 MeV. The uncertainties in the Qα-value [71] and 
in the experimental half-life [72] are both taken into account in the extracted values of Sα. 
As seen in Fig. 6, the range of L= 41-57 MeV yields an average constant values of 
Sα(
105
Te) = 0.016±0.003 and Sα(
212
Po) = 0.033±0.007. We recall here that the estimation of 
the preformation factor is model dependent [15].  For instance, several values of Sα(
212
Po) 
have been extracted based on different models [41,73,74,75]. So, our indicated constrains 
on asym and L rely on the obtained maximum reduction (less increase) of the proton- 
(neutron-) skin thickness after an α-decay, and the obtained minimum calculated Tα with 
the same extracted value of the α-preformation factor, but not on the calculated values 
themselves of Tα and Sα. 
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Fig. 5: The radial dependence of the (a) nuclear and (b) total interaction potential between α and 
208Pb nuclei, which are participating in the α decay of 212Po, based on three Skyrme EDFs 
yielding different values of the symmetry energy coefficient.  
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Fig. 6: The α-preformation factor inside (a) 105Te and (b) 212Po α-emitters, as a function of the density 
slope of the symmetry energy. The values of Sα are extracted from the observed half-lives and the 
calculated half-lives without introducing Sα (Eq. (12)). The uncertainties in both the Qα-value and the 
observed half-life are considered in the extracted value of Sα. 
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IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS   
In this work, we have studied the impact of the nuclear symmetry energy and its 
density dependence on the α decays of the 105Te and 212Po nuclei. We have used a total of 
50 Skyrme EDFs yielding different equations of state characterized by a symmetry energy 
coefficient asym= 22.83 - 45.20 MeV, and corresponding density-slope ranges from L= -
36.86 MeV to 129.3 MeV. We have found that the symmetry energy increases the 
attractive nuclear part of the total potential in the fully-overlapped density region. This 
increases both the width and depth of the internal pocket of the total potential, which in 
turn affects the α preformation probability and decreases its assault frequency. The balance 
between the symmetry and the Coulomb energies weakens its effect near the Coulomb 
barrier and yields the optimum value of symmetry energy coefficient towards more 
stability.  
The calculations based on the Skyrme EDF characterized by asym=32 MeV have 
yielded the minimal calculated half-lives of both 
105
Te and 
212
Po. The values of L within 
the range 41 MeV≤ L ≤ 57 MeV have averagely yielded the same calculated half-life. Tα 
considerably increased in the neighborhood outside this range of L, then it began to 
decrease again. The proton-skin thickness has shown slightly decreasing behavior with 
asym and almost independence of L. The neutron-skin thickness has shown increasing 
trends with both asym and L. These stepwise trends of ∆p(n) with both asym and L did not 
explain the oscillating behaviors of Tα with them. Meanwhile, the change of the proton or 
neutron skin thickness from the parent to daughter nuclei has shown fluctuating behavior 
with asym. The maximal reduction of the proton-skin thickness and the minimal rise in the 
neutron-skin thickness after the α-decays of 105Te and 212Po, respectively, have been 
obtained at asym=32 MeV, which has indicated the minimal Tα. Also, the range of L 
between 41 and 57 MeV, which yielded the least calculated values of Tα, have exhibited 
the larger reduction in ∆p and the smaller increase in ∆n after the α-decay. This range of L 
have yielded an average constant value of α-preformation factor in the parent nucleus, 
Sα(
105
Te) = 0.016±0.003 and Sα(
212
Po) = 0.033±0.007.  
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